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Resumen: 

 
 

The principal means to increase performance of modern high performance computing (HPC) applications is 
to use more processors in parallel. However, energy use increases linearly with the number of processing 
cores. Energy costs for top supercomputers already exceed 10M EUR per year, and the operating costs 
and carbon footprint of next generation systems (exaflop scale) are a major concern. 
HPC applications use a parallel programming paradigm like the Message Passing Interface (MPI) to 
coordinate computation and communication among thousands of processors. With dynamically-changing 
factors both in hardware and software affecting energy usage of processors, there exists an opportunity 
for power monitoring and regulation at runtime to achieve savings in energy. 
In this talk, an adaptive runtime framework is described that enables processors with core-specific power 
control to reduce power with little or no performance impact. Two opportunities to improve the energy 
efficiency of processors running MPI applications are identified - computational workload imbalance and 
memory system saturation. 
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